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A micro methanol fuel cell operating at near room temperature
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We present a bipolar micro direct methanol fuel cell~mDMFC! with high-power density and simple
device structure. A proton exchange membrane-electrode assembly was integrated in a Si-based
mDMFC with micro channels 750mm wide and 400mm deep, fabricated using silicon
micromachining. ThemDMFC has been characterized at near room temperature, showing a
maximum power density of 47.2 mW/cm2 when 1 M methanol was fed at 60 °C. The cell voltage
dependence on the current density agrees well with the modified Tafel model, in which regimes of
kinetic polarization and ohmic polarization are observed without significant presence of the
concentration polarization. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1625429#
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To enable the future multifunctional, high-performan
microelectronic devices and microelectromechanical syst
~MEMS!, it is critical to develop compact and high
efficiency micro power sources. Recent developments in
cro turbine engines and other types of combustion-based
cro devices represent an important step towards micro po
sources. The critical challenges of these devices often
associated with complex high-speed machinery with v
tight tolerance, toxic emissions, and high-temperatu
resistant materials systems.1 Recently, the miniaturization o
fuel cells2–4 has drawn significant interest because of pot
tial advantages such as high-energy density, low opera
temperature, environmental-friendly emissions, and the
tential to eliminate moving parts. Among the diverse mic
fuel cells,5 the polymer electrolyte membrane fuel ce
~PEMFC!6–8 offers the advantages of a compact package
operation near room temperature. In a PEMFC, hydro
and methanol are the common fuels. Miniaturizing a hyd
gen fuel cell,6 however, suffers a significant limitation o
hydrogen storage.9 A micro direct methanol fuel cel
~mDMFC!, therefore, emerges as one of the favorable ca
dates for portable electronic communication and compu
devices as well as for implantable medical tools.

In a mDMFC, miniaturized channel design impacts t
performance of the fuel circulation for ensuring laminar flo
at the electrodes, increasing the surface area to volume r
and augmenting the yield of desired chemical product10

The advancement of silicon MEMS technology enables
chip integration of these compact microchannel structures
microfluidic systems,11 with precise and reproducible fabr
cation. In this letter, we present a silicon-based bipo
mDMFC operating near room temperature.

Figure 1 shows the working principle12 of an operating
mDMFC. An aqueous methanol solution is fed into the a
ode, where methanol reacts electrochemically with wate
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produce electrons, protons, and carbon dioxide. The e
trons produced at the anode carrying the free energy ch
of the chemical reaction are forced to flow through an ext
nal circuit to deliver electrical work, whereas the protons c
migrate through a proton exchange membrane to the cath
where they combine with oxygen from air and electro
coming back from the external circuit to form water:

Anode: CH3OH1H2O ——→
Pt/Ru

CO216H116e2; ~1!

Cathode: 6H116e213/2O2 ——→
Pt

3H2O. ~2!

The overall reaction can be expressed by

CH3OH13/2O2 ——→ CO212H2O. ~3!

Intuitively, the higher the methanol concentration in t
fuel cell, the more protons it can supply, producing high
current. However, under the condition of high methanol co
centration, the methanol crosses over the proton-diffus
membrane from the anode to the cathode, which can dra

il:
FIG. 1. Illustration of a methanol fueledmDMFC element. The rationale to
operate this fuel cell can be interpreted by the anodic and cathodic h
reactions.
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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cally poison the electrodes. In this case, methanol dire
reacts with oxygen at the cathode and generates no cur
reducing energy conversion efficiency. Considering
trade-off between supplying enough protons and avoid
methanol poisoning, we chose 1 M methanol solution to tes
the performance of themDMFC.

ThemDMFC is fabricated by silicon micromachining. A
pair of 500620 mm silicon wafers is employed as bipola
plates. On top of each half-plate, we patterned the serpen
channels with three parallel partial cross sections to mitig
the clogging of byproduct CO2 in the flow field. Deep reac-
tive ion etching~DRIE! is applied to anisotropically inscrib
fluid channels into Si wafers with 400mm in depth. Next,
double-sided alignment photolithography is conducted
pattern the back side of the wafers to form fuel feeding ho
Another DRIE step is followed to fabricate through-ho
structures, allowing methanol fuel to flow in and out. T
Cu/Au ~0.01/3/0.5mm! layers are then deposited on the fro
side of the wafers by electron-beam evaporation in orde
collect the generated current. This rugged electrode is
posed to increase the diffusion current densityj 0 up to two
times compared to the planar electrode configuration.13 Ulti-
mately, a home-made membrane electrode assembly~MEA!
is sandwiched between the bipolar plates to create an
gratedmDMFC, as shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2~a! represents
the optical micrograph of the bipolar plates. The dimensio
of channels and ribs are 750mm wide and 12.75 mm long
which comprise an effective cell area of 1.625 cm2. Figure
2~b! shows the scanning electron microscope~SEM! picture
of the channels and inlet of the micro fuel cell, exhibiting t

FIG. 2. ~a! Optical image of the Si-based bipolar plate. The detailed dim
sions of the serpentine flowfield are 750mm in width, 400mm in depth, and
12.75 mm in length.~b! SEM image at the tubing area. It shows details
the channels, exhibiting the well-defined geometrical structure by two D
processes.
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well-defined vertical wall of ribs and channels. The MEA
the central component for the electrochemical energy con
sion, which not only contains two porous electrodes to e
ciently activate electrochemical half-reactions, but also
embedded solid-state electrolyte to conduct protons. To p
duce a home-made MEA, a Nafion 112~EW 1100, Dupont!
membrane was sandwiched between the anode
cathode.14 First, the Nafion 112 membrane was processed
hydrogen peroxide aqueous solution~5 wt %! at 80 °C, fol-
lowed by immersion in distilled water, then immersed in s
furic acid aqueous solution~1 M! at 80 °C, followed by a
final immersion in distilled water. Each of these chemic
treatments and rinsing procedures takes a period of 2 h
nally, the anode layer, the treated Nafion 112 membrane,
the cathode layer were hot pressed at 125 °C at a pressu
100 kg/cm2 for 3 min to form the MEA structure.

To measure the cell performance, we utilized a perista
pump to deliver the liquid fuel~1 M aqueous methanol!, with
a feeding rate of 0.283 mL/min. A gas flow meter was a
equipped to monitor an 88 mL/min air flow at room tempe
ture. Meanwhile, an electric heater with temperature con
was attached to the surface of the cell to investigate the
output at different temperatures. An electronic load syst
~BT4, Arbin! was utilized to measure the relationship b
tween cell voltage and current density~termed as polariza-
tion curve! in a galvanodynamic polarization mode at a sc
rate of 3 mA/s.

The open-circuit cell polarization curves at differe
temperatures are presented in Fig. 3, measured under a
ent pressure. As shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3,
maximum power density attains 14.3 mW/cm2 at 23 °C, 24.8
mW/cm2 at 40 °C, and 47.2 mW/cm2 at 60 °C. The output
power increases at elevated temperature due to the activ

-

E

FIG. 3. Cell performance curves at 23, 40, and 60 °C at ambient pressur
the lower panel, the current polarization curves are offset by 0.2 V for 40
and 0.4 V for 60 °C, for clarity. The 1 M methanol solution was employed
with the flow rate of 0.283 mL/min, and the air flow rate is 88 mL/min. T
solid lines in the lower panel are fitted using modified Tafel equation~see
Refs. 15 and 16!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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of a catalyst that reduces the overpotential loss, thus imp
ing the efficiency of electrochemical reaction. The pow
density of 47 mW/cm2 at 60 °C is among the highest dens
ties achieved today in a micro fuel cell, and is comparable
the micro hydrogen fuel cell~40 mW/cm2 at 90 °C!.6,8

Associated with the electrochemical process descri
by Eqs.~1!–~3!, the relation between cell potentialEc and
the current density j can be simplified as the Tafe
equation:12

Ec5Er2b log~ j / j 0!2 j •r , ~4!

whereEr is reversible potential of the cell~1.18 V at 25 °C!,
j 0 the exchange current density for oxygen reduction,r the
area specific ohmic resistance, and the Tafel slopeb, defined
asb5kBT/(2eb). Here,kB is the Boltzmann constant,e the
electron charge,T the operating temperature~in K!, and b
the transfer coefficient determined by the catalyst.

From Eq. ~4!, the cell voltage drops logarithmically a
low current density, which is dubbed ‘‘kinetic polarization
and is related to the energy barrier that must be overcom
initiate a chemical reaction between reactants. With incre
ing current density, the regime named ‘‘ohmic polarizatio
arises due to resistive losses in the cell; for example, wit
the electrolyte ~ionic!, in the electrodes~electronic and
ionic!, and in the terminal connections in the cell~elec-
tronic!. In practical fuel cells, the mass transport limitation
fuels, oxygen, and byproducts~water and CO2) leads to a
modified Tafel equation by adding an empirical ter
C1 log(12C2 j),15,16 in which C1 and C2 are fitting param-
eters.

From the lower panel of Fig. 3, the regimes of kine
and ohmic polarization are observed in ourmDFMC, typical
characteristics of most macroscale DMFCs. A simple data
using Eq.~4! yields a Tafel slope of 0.214 V at 60 °C and a
ohmic resistance of 0.46V cm2; however, the fitting leads to
a deviation when cell potential is below 0.2 V. Instead, wh
using the modified Tafel model, the fitted curves~solid lines
in the lower panel! for all three temperature conditions are
good agreement with the experimental results. The fitt
parameters areC1522.40, 21.94, and 21.12 V; and
C25225.5,218.4, and236.5 cm2/A for 23, 40, and 60 °C,
respectively. Therefore, the experimental results sugge
possible mass transport limitation. However, our bipo
mDMFC does not display a dramatic voltage drop at 20
300 mA/cm2; that is, a typical fuel concentration polariza
tion, which usually results from the depletion of fuel supp
Downloaded 25 Nov 2003 to 130.203.224.205. Redistribution subject to 
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at the anode. Our prior work on macro methanol fuel ce
instead indicates a remarkable contribution of catho
flooding,17 especially at high current density. This can
optimized in the future by increasing the air flow rate a
reducing cathode exit pressure.

In conclusion, we designed and fabricated a silico
based bipolar micro direct methanol fuel cell using MEM
technology. The performance of themDMFC was character-
ized at near room temperature by using 1 M methanol solu-
tion at ambient pressure. Integrating the home-made M
between a pair of Si-based microchannels to form a bipo
mDMFC, the maximum output power density is 47
mW/cm2 at 60 °C and 14.3 mW/cm2 at room temperature
The silicon microfabrication of the fuel cells demonstrat
the potential to provide an efficient power source for porta
electronic devices and MEMS.

This work is supported by DARPA Microsystem Tec
nology Office under Contract No. DAAH01-1-R001.
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